
Hypocrisy Unveiled

By Pastor Eli James

“Beware the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy.”  (Luke 12:1)

Every Christian should know that Yahweh, our Father, hates hypocrisy.  Yet, this world 
is full of hypocrites who say one thing and do another.  Let’s review some of the most 
blatant double standards under which we are forced to live:

It’s kosher for Jews to be an unassimilated ethnic culture, but it is “hate” for 
Whites to retain theirs.

White Christian nations must absorb the world’s non-Christian immigrants, but 
the Israeli State reserves the right to accept only Jews.

In the Thirties, Forties, Fifties and Sixties, Jewish groups fiercely defended the 
right of communists to advocate the violent overthrow of America.  Today, Jewish 
groups exert all of their influence in trying to prevent historical revisionists from publicly
discussing serious problems with the validity of holocaust claims.  Such individuals, as 
Ernst Zundel, Germar Rudolph, David Irving, and scores of others, are actively 
persecuted and prosecuted by the same Jewish groups that, five decades ago, defended 
the free speech of communists. None of these revisionists has ever advocated the 
overthrow of the Constitutional Republic.  Why are communists treated better than free 
speech advocates?  Could it be because most of those communists were Jews?  And the 
spies who stole secrets for the communists and for the Israeli State have Jewish 
surnames, like Harry Dexter Weiss, the Rosenbergs, Jonathan Pollard, etc.

World Jewry erupted in a storm of protest against Mel Gibson’s movie “The 
Passion of the Christ” a full year before its release denouncing it as “anti-Semitic” well 
before the public had a chance to determine for itself whether such is the case.  Hysterical
Jews predicted that anti-Semitic riots would result from the showing of this film.  
Nothing like it ever happened.   Those who accuse us of being “anti” this and “anti” that 
are the real antagonists.  It’s pretty obvious which ethnic minority consists of false 
accusers.  The Biblical name for the false accuser is “Satan.”

With impunity, the Jews are free to accuse anyone of “anti-Semitism” while, on 
the other hand, it is always illegitimate for non-Jews to even mildly criticize Jewish 
causes or question Jewish motives.  The greatest sin one can commit is to accuse a Jew of
wrongdoing.  The hypersensitivity of the Jewish community to criticism is suspicious in 
itself, for no other ethnic group engages in this sort of systematic, blanket censorship.   
Catholics, Italians, Poles and Germans must sit and take it while the darlings of 
“diversity,” such as homosexuals and Blacks, are given favorable treatment by the kosher
press.  The Jewish community lives in terror that if one of its lies is exposed, all of their 
lies will be exposed.  Hence, no fact may be discussed without their interference.  World 
Jewry engages in the vilest persecution of anyone who dares to question the hoaxacaust.  
Reporters who dare to expose the illegal spying of the ADL and the ADL’s undue 
influence in law enforcement become targets for smears, intimidation and beatings.  
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Christopher Bollyn of the American Free Press was recently so targeted, shocked with a 
tazer, handcuffed and thrown to the ground with an “officer’s” knee pressing his face to 
the ground.

Jews in America openly advocate for the principle of “separation of church and 
state,” yet not a single Jew has ever been heard to argue that the theocratic government of
the Occupation State, otherwise known as the Terrorist State of Israeli, should be asked to
drop its religious requirements.  Both “liberals” and “conservatives” keep their mouths 
shut about this blatant hypocrisy for fear of the Jews.  Since most non-Jews know 
absolutely nothing about the religion of Judaism, they assume that the Jewish people are 
like everybody else.  That would be a false assumption because the rabbis, and the 
religious and secular culture they have created, demand that Jews be a subversive culture 
wherever they live. 

A Subversive Exclusivity

To hear the Jewish version of events is often the only alternative.  Given the Jewish 
control of America’s media, opposing points of view, as soon as any perceived 
contradiction of Jewish opinion begins to manifest, are unanimously shouted down, often 
by the very same people who, in non-Jewish matters, uphold the principle of freedom of 
speech.  This is not a new phenomenon.  The unspoken law, “Thou shalt not criticize the 
Jew,” is actually a part of the Babylonian Talmud.  It becomes the unwritten law of the 
land.  It is part of the overall Jewish double standard that very gullible and trusting non-
Jews are simply unaware of.  It is built into the Talmud, which is, for all intents and 
purposes, a supremacist document, because it declares non-Jews to be in a subhuman 
relationship to Jews.

The Jews are always butting into our business with their lobbyists but we are 
never allowed to examine their business.  We give them $6 Billion a year for their 
Occupation State but we are not allowed to ask what they are doing with the money, such
as why they don’t use it for peaceful purposes.  It’s none of our business, they say.  They 
are very secretive about their dealings.  They are experts at keeping us in the dark about 
their true motives and aspirations.  Since most non-Jews are relatively guileless, it comes 
as a great surprise to most of us that these people are filled with guile towards us.  It is 
the fulfillment of Genesis 3:15.  The rabbis go to great pains to instill in their young 
Jewish students an animus toward the host.  The Jewish grade school text, the Toledot 
Jeshu, teaches Jewish children that Mary was a whore and the Jesus was the offspring of 
a liaison between Mary and a Roman soldier.  

Judaism is nature’s strangest exclusivity.  It always requires the presence of a 
perceived “outside threat” to maintain itself.  Hence, outside of their ghettoes (a “ghetto” 
is also a state of mind), Jews are suspicious of their own shadows and quick to accuse 
others of the very animus that they themselves harbor most.

It is the exclusivity of the parasite.  Since the Jews have always refused to 
assimilate into any country where they have lived, many have accused them of being a 
fifth column, always subverting their hosts and causing social chaos, often leading to 
revolution.  The parasite always destroys the host if the parasite grows too strong.
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The Exclusivity of the Chameleon
 
Since the Jew propounds so many contradictory doctrines, it is difficult to pin him down 
ideologically.  All of this is part of the Jewish survival strategy.  The Jew needs to be able
to adapt to current trends, so he has a wide range of ideologies to cloak himself in.  
“Liberal,” “neo-conservative,” “anarchist,” “communist,” “patriot,” these are all mere 
labels that the Jew hangs around his neck in order to fool the goyim.

Always feign weakness (persecution myth) so as to gain the advantage (the 
Talmudic State Within a State).

Non-Jews must give up on exclusivity so that the Jews can practice theirs, thus 
achieving a monopoly on exclusivity.  In America, Jewish organizations, since the 
1890’s, have constantly agitated for non-White immigration into America so as to 
weaken White Christendom.  At the same, they encourage non-Whites to celebrate their 
own “African-American Heritage Day,” or “Mexican-American Heritage Day,” yet when
Whites, who built this country, wish to celebrate our own heritage, we are called 
“racists.”  How can this double standard be tolerated by the media?  It is because the Jews
own the media; and the media (Hollywood, MTV, fashion magazines, teen magazines, 
etc.), with its pro-homosexual, pro-feminist, pro-abortion, anti-Christian stew of 
decadence, has become the model for morality in the modern world.  The Christian 
churches have abrogated their moral responsibility for fear of the Jews.

The Jewish community generates a host of chameleon-like sub-groups that 
burrow into the host nation’s fabric.  Most of these sub-groups are able to mimic the host 
nation’s structures so well that the victim people never know they have been invaded.  
Feminism takes over home economics.  The hoaxacaust trumps freedom of speech.  
Homosexuality ruins the sexual health of the victim nation.  Pornography objectifies 
women and exploits their beauty and turns them into a commodity.  Unknown to most 
Christians, the Israeli State is the world’s leading importer of sex-slaves, usually White 
women from Russia and Ukrania who are doped and exploited in Israeli nightclubs.  
Abortion weakens and reduces the host population while the welfare state promotes the 
reproduction of the lazy and incompetent, all at the expense of White Christendom.  The 
ADL spies upon and demonizes all critics, real and potential.  Jewish paranoia rules the 
air waves, while the Zionists, the real, super-rich perpetrators of war, international 
finance and mercantilism pretend to the victims of persecution.. Multiculturalism 
destroys the host’s identity.  Drug addiction immobilizes the youth.  Control of media 
assures the parasite that only the most observant and unbribable of the host people 
understand what is happening.  Those who give warning are thus mercilessly attacked 
and ridiculed for telling the truth.  All the while the unsuspecting host people fret and 
wonder why their society is crumbling.  Few have the courage to speak up against the 
parasitic invader.

The holocaust, the greatest of all hoaxes, next to the “Chosen People” myth, 
transfixes the host nations and horrifies their common sense into a tragicomedy of false 
emotions.  Nations genuflect before the holocaust museums, all built at taxpayer expense,
of course.  Parasites love to get their victims to do their dirty work for them.  The parasite
sheds crocodile tears while the bedazzled public offers real sympathy for the supposed 
victims and real hatred for the non-existent perpetrator.  No forensic evidence of the 
holocaust has ever been produced and no public debate is allowed.  The German people 
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somehow manage to survive bearing a monumentally false guilt.  In public, the parasite 
chuckles under his breath and guffaws like mad once his door is closed.  “There’s no 
business like Shoa business.”   What a knee-slapper!  “Can you believe it, Schmuel?  The 
goyim actually believe this crap!”   Like bank robbers jumping with glee in their hideout 
after a successful bank heist, the hoaxers get more and more reckless with their stage 
shows, like the “Dancing Israelis” who were filming the attack on 9/11 from across the 
river.  They just happened to be there with the their cameras.  What luck!  No 
foreknowledge whatsoever!  

The Unavoidable Confrontation

Since the Jewish people have been historical pariahs in every nation they have dwelt, the 
question must be asked:  Is it because non-Jews unjustly hate them; or is it because 
Jewish self-interest inevitably conflicts with the societies they inhabit/inhibit?
Throughout history, the Jewish ethnic minority has always agitated for special privileges 
for itself while at the same time it has ceaselessly agitated for the exact opposite for 
Whites, especially White Christians.  They claim that this tactic is justified for their 
“survival.”  Yet, this tactic is hypocrisy itself, because it justifies Jewish separatism and 
exclusivism while denying the same right to their perceived enemies.  But, as in 
Palestine, these “enemies” never did anything but mind their own business before the 
Jews moved in.   This cultural neurosis is exploited to the hilt by the rabbis.  They use the
persecution myth to agitate and manipulate their flock while at the same time they use it 
to browbeat the host.  With their unlimited financial resources, they bribe their way into 
power.  Only a very strong culture can resist the advance of this parasitic invader.  Queen
Isabella was just such a strong figure when she expelled the Jews from Spain in 1492.  
The Christian West has no such leaders today.  All of our politicians are playthings for 
the International Jewish Mafia, otherwise known as Zionism.  Jewish newspapers keep 
their flock fully informed as to how the cultural war is going.  The Jewish flock values its
rabbinate by the visible concessions their leaders extract from the host’s politicians.

Unlike the Roman Catholic Inquisition of the Middle Ages, which was very 
public, the Jewish Inquisition takes place behind the scenes.  The public, distracted by 
soap operas, sports spectacles, pornography, and pseudo-politics, pays little heed to real 
politics.  

The parasitic entity works ceaselessly to achieve positions of power by which 
their exclusivist culture can thrive.  By taking over one profession after another, such as 
teaching, doctoring and lawyering, the parasite steadily advances its tentacles into the 
host. Once the parasite is securely attached in the host nation, the agenda proceeds toward
gaining positions of power within the government.  The fear-mongering rabbis constantly
inject animus against the host nation into their flock of goats (the Jewish people) as 
though the host people were always about to exterminate them.  It never fails.  Whatever 
country the Jews move into, that country is demonized by the rabbis as the Jews’ worst 
enemy.  There’s an “anti-Semite” under every bed!  But this lie is contradicted by the 
mere fact that nation after nation has allowed them to come in and allowed them to 
prosper without any hindrance whatsoever.  The rabbinical fear-mongering is guaranteed 
to become a self-fulfilling prophecy.  It usually takes three or four generations before this
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prophecy comes true. This is especially true in White nations where the people have not 
received instruction about the perfidious nature of the parasitic Jew.

The unsuspecting new country, taking pity on them, always takes their word for it 
when they cry “persecution,” and the next victim becomes infected.  Typically, there is a 
brief objection from those who know Judaism better than the rest of the population.  This 
minority of objectors is always shouted down as being motivated by hatred or “anti-
Semitism.”  With the vast amounts of money that the Jews usually bring with them, the 
bribery of politicians is a simple matter.   They eventually find a Woodrow Wilson or a 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt or a Harry Truman or a Lyndon Johnson or a George Bush to 
do the dirty work of international warfare for them.  Democracy parades, but subversion 
reigns.

Eventually, the infection causes a fever and the host begins to sweat blood and 
tears.  Peace-loving citizens blame the politicians for things they cannot control.  Can the 
puppet control the strings?  Only as the victim becomes very ill does he begin to suspect 
the presence of the parasite.  By then it is usually too late.  Corruption has set in.  The 
disease is very far advanced.  Death approaches.  Revolution comes.

Before the French Revolution, the Jewish parasite was held in check by monarchs 
who had the authority to eject the parasite without too much trouble.  Executive decisions
could be made without having to consult a parliament.  This was an era when the 
Christians always had the military, religious and secular power while the Jews only had 
the money.  Since the French Revolution, Jewish money has been able to purchase armies
and nations.  One of the main goals of the Jewish secret societies, such as the 
Freemasons, B’nai B’rith, and the Illuminati, has been to eliminate the monarchies and 
substitute democracies in their place.  This eliminates the strong monarch who acts to 
defend his people from the alien parasite.  Democracy is no match for this parasite.  With 
his total command of the money system, such as the Federal Reserve Bank, the Bank of 
England, Deutschbank, etc., he easily worms his way into every bureaucratic office, 
eventually rising to the top office.  That’s when dictatorship, in the guise of democracy, 
raises its ugly head, as the Russian people discovered when the Jewish Bolsheviks 
massacred Christians by the millions.  Democracy is the favorite culture dish for this 
rapacious parasite, because so few can see the fraud that is happening and because 
politicians are so easily compromised.

The Jews always demand exclusivity for themselves and reject that right for 
anyone else.  It is impossible for such a systemic and endemic double standard to be 
maintained without the grossest injustice being committed against non-Jews.  For Jews, 
this is merely a necessary casualty of their cultural wars for survival.  For the rest of us, it
becomes a tyranny of the elite, alien minority.  Usually, by the third generation, the Jew 
has fully adopted the appearance and customs of the host people.  But their “us against 
them,” ghetto mentality is as strong as ever.  Only the trained observer has an eye for the 
alien invader.  But as the parasite grows in power with respect to the weakening host, his 
presence becomes more apparent because his appetite for power increases, his confidence
grows with every office usurped and with every Christian destroyed.   His demeanor 
becomes more tyrannical with each little success.  The Jew’s powerlust eventually 
exposes him.  The people become restless and agitated by their worsening circumstances.
Then comes the confrontation
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An empire based on deceit cannot stand.  The only question for us Christians is 
how many of us here in America have to die before the parasite is expelled.  This is going
to be a bloody, bloody battle.  The sooner you realize this, the more able you will be to 
defend your family and protect your children’s right to life.  The Bible calls it the 
Judgment Day.

A Curse, Not a Blessing

The Jews have the distinction of being the only ethnic group that has been forcibly 
ejected from virtually every nation in which they have resided.  Fulfilling not the 
prophecy of Abraham’s seed being a “blessing to the nations” but rather the prophecy of 
Cain’s being a perpetual wanderer, even their claim of being “G-d’s Chosen People” is a 
pious fraud.  If ever there was a culture that thrived on its own public relations capability,
it is Jewry.  Throughout history, these people of ill repute have managed to gain entry 
into every new nation with the excuse that “The old country has persecuted us.  Please 
let us in.”  

Given this fact of Jewish expulsions from nearly every White country in which 
they have dwelt, there must be an obvious incompatibility.  But, it is never permitted to 
ask the obvious question:  “Why are the Jews always hated and then evicted from the 
nations that host them?”  On the rare occasions that the question does arise, the pat 
answer is always “Persecution.”  No explanation.  No discussion.  Anyone who brings up
details of Jewish usury, vice, skullduggery, treachery, debauchery, animus and treason is 
laughed at until the parasite has virtually destroyed the country.  Only then do the rest of 
the people catch on to Jewish tricks.

Here is the assessment of Mikhail Bakunin, the famous anarchist, who was for 
many years a close associate of both Karl Marx and Moses Hess, the Jewish founders of 
communism.  His experience was up close and personal:

“Marx is a Jew and is surrounded by a crowd of little, more or less intelligent, 
scheming, agile speculating Jews, just as Jews are everywhere, commercial and banking 
agents, writers, politicians, correspondents for newspapers of all shades; in short, 
literary brokers, just as they are financial brokers, with one foot in the bank and the 
other in the socialist movement, and their arses sitting upon the German press.  They 
have grabbed hold of all newspapers, and you can imagine what a nauseating literature 
is the outcome of it.”

(This quote should give you pause to think about what is happening in America 
today!)  Continuing:

“Now this entire Jewish world, which constitutes an exploiting sect, a people of 
leeches, a voracious parasite, closely and intimately connected with one another, 
regardless not only of frontiers but of political differences as well – this Jewish world is 
today largely at the disposal of Marx or Rothschild.  I am sure that, on the one hand, the 
Rothschilds appreciate the merits of Marx, and that on the other hand, Marx feels an 
instinctive inclination and respect for the Rothschilds.  This may seem strange.  What 
could there be in common between communism and high finance?  Ho, ho! The 
communism of Marx seeks a strong centralization, and where this exists, there are the 
parasitic Jewish nation, which speculates upon the labour of the people…”  -- from 
Polemic Against the Jews.
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This assessment is confirmed by no less an authority than Theodore Herzl, the 
founder of the Zionist movement:

“When we sink, we become a revolutionary proletariat, the subordinate officers 
of the revolutionary party; when we rise, there rises also our terrible power of the 
purse.”  -- from his book, The Jewish State.

Is there any doubt that Judaism is a parasitic, subversive culture?  Not in the 
minds of the Jews.  The chameleon is an expert at keeping the goyim dumbfounded by 
opposite extremes.  By infiltrating the opposing parties of the host nation, he subtly 
maintains the appearance of rational debate while at the same time preventing discussion 
of the issues most crucial to the survival of the state, such as Jewish interest in the Middle
East.  The attack on Iraq cannot possibly be for the benefit of the Jews, they say.  The real
reason is because “Arabs hate democracy.”  He is the puppeteer and the goyim are the 
befuddled masses:

“In all Bolshevist institutions, the heads are Jews.  They are contemptuous of 
everyone, which excites the people against them.  They look upon Bolshevism as a Jewish
affair…There is a great national religious fervor among the Jews.  They believe that the 
promised time of the rule of ‘God’s elect’ on earth is come.”  -- from the Canadian 
Jewish Chronicle, Oct. 8, 1923.

The reason why the Jewish people are always a stand-offish and secretive race is 
because theirs is a culture of subversion.  Christians often tell me that “Not all Jews are as
bad as you say.”  That is an irrelevant point.  You should not be concerned with the 
potential salvation a single Jew if the Jewish nation, as a whole, is out to destroy your 
race and your religion.  You should be more concerned with the salvation of your own 
race and your own family, heritage and religion.  The enemy has thoroughly infiltrated 
your house and you are more concerned about his “salvation” than you are about the 
destruction of your house.  This is exactly how the parasite wants you think!

The words of our Savior:  “Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to 
kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.  
(Matt. 10:28)  “Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him will I also confess
before my Father which is in heaven.  But whosoever shall deny me before men, him will 
I also deny before my Father which is in heaven.”  (Matt, 10: 32, 33)

The Jews have always been, without any denials on their part, the world’s 
foremost Christ-deniers.  You can wait till doomsday for the Jews to accept Christ.  That 
will never happen because they are not His people.  He told us many times and in many 
different ways that the Jews are the children of the devil and the lusts of their father will 
they do.  They crucified Him once and they would do it again if they had the chance 
because they are the children of the devil.  Stop trying to convert the devil and start 
focusing on the national salvation of true Israel.  This is a war, folks!  Stop trying to help 
the enemy who knows only how to destroy your race!  Gullible, sensible, compassionate 
Christians worry about whether Jews can be saved in spite of their denial of Christ.  At 
the same time they do not perceive how they have come to worship the Jew because of 
his claim to be “God’s chosen people.”  Their pulpitmasters ignore Christ’s warnings, 
“Beware of false prophets,” because they themselves are those false prophets who have 
been hired by the Jews to create that bastard religion called “Judeo-Christianity.”  How 
can you combine two diametrically opposed ideas, one which denies Christ and the other 
which deifies Him, into one faith?  Don’t you see the absurdity?  The duped masses 
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repeat the mantram to themselves: “My enemy is my friend.  My enemy is y friend.  My 
enemy…..”

Is it possible for an ethnic minority that forbids its own assimilation into a culture 
to remain at peace with that culture?  Let’s put the problem in perspective.  Suppose you, 
out of the generosity of your heart, invite a poor man into your home.  You feed him, 
clothe him, even give him his own room while you encourage him to find a job and 
establish himself.  While he is out job hunting, you continue to give him free food and 
shelter.  While accepting all of this help from you, the man is exceptionally stand-offish.  
He prefers to have dinner brought to his room.  He does not wish to associate with you 
and your family.  He tells you it is his religion.  You accept this explanation without 
complaint and say to yourself, “Soon, he will be able to support himself and get his own 
room.”  

One day, while cleaning his room, you find that he has a bag of gold hidden in the
corner of the closet.  You are puzzled by this.  You say to yourself, “If he has all of this 
money, why is he still accepting my charity?”  Upon confronting him with this fact, he 
goes into a rage and accuses you of prying into his personal affairs.  Being the good-
hearted person that you are, you let this incident go by without too much complaint, but 
you tell him that he should starting thinking about moving out, given that he has more 
money than is appropriate for one who is accepting charity.  But the man takes his sweet 
time and doesn’t want to move out.  The family is beginning to suspect that their charity 
is being abused. 

Then, one day, you open up the daily newspaper and see his picture.  The article 
says he has been accused of fraud and was released on bond.  When he returns to your 
house, he, as usual, goes straight to his room without saying anything to the other 
occupants of the house.  Newspaper in hand, you knock on the door and confront him 
with the news article.  He swears that he has been falsely accused.  “I am a good man.  I 
have done nothing wrong.”   Yet, you know he has lied to you and he has been holding 
out on you and is living with you without any gratitude and without being at all sociable 
with your family.  

At this point, you gather your family together and talk about what to do with this 
thankless freeloader.  The family decides the time has come to throw him out and they 
call the police.

Throughout history, the Jewish people have lived off the sympathy of the host 
nations in which they have resided.  Invariably -- I repeat, INVARIABLY – the Jewish 
people wear out their welcome because of their self-interested, amoral and immoral 
exclusivity.  Also, invariably – I repeat, INVARIABLY – the Jewish people, as an ethnic 
minority, become wealthier and more politically connected than the host people, because 
that is what the rabbis have trained them to do.  Also, invariably – I repeat, 
INVARIABLY – the Jewish people agitate for their own self-interest in direct opposition 
to the people of the host nation, thus biting the hand that feeds them.  This pattern has 
repeated itself time after time after time, yet when the Jews get thrown out of yet another 
country, they still cry foul and accuse those who can no longer tolerate their presence of 
“persecution.”   It’s an old story for an old culture that has survived for two thousand 
years.  Living off their wits and preying upon the sympathies of the people of the host 
nations, the Jews have always worn out their welcome.  This pattern is as sure as the 
rising of the sun.
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Abraham Lincoln said, “If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck and quacks like a
duck, it’s a duck.”   Jesus said, “By their fruits shall ye know them.”  We have to look past
their words at their deeds.  Thanks to their mastery of propaganda techniques, the Jewish 
parasite just looks like an ordinary citizen to the unobservant.  They even produce horror 
movies which explain how they operate by assuming the identity of the victim, but the 
audience is too scared and too distracted to notice the Jew’s gloating.  

As we all know, all good things come to an end, even for parasites.  Eventually 
the host comes to the realization that he has been harboring a destructive, burrowing 
worm, a con artist who has been taking advantage of his generosity and guilelessness.  
Pretending to be piously religious, the con artist secretly runs a bookie joint, a porn shop, 
and a speakeasy, all while selling weapons to the enemies of the host.  And you wonder 
why the neighborhood is going bad.  

The good people of America are now learning what other nations have learned in 
the past.  It is a very, very difficult lesson.  The lesson is this:

Hypocrisy, thy name is Judaism.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Anglo-Saxon Friends:  It is a rare treat when one gets an honest report from a Jew.  Lest 
anyone think that I am making things up, I am including this excerpt from an essay by the
Jew, Maurice Feuerlight.  Mr. Feuerlight uses the expression “martyr complex” for what I
call the “persecution myth.”  It is always refreshing to hear the truth from one’s 
adversary:  

The far reaching consequences of the martyr complex go beyond any effect on the
individual Jew and the practice of his religion and beyond the narrowing prejudice with 
which he confronts Gentiles.  The insidious martyr complex and its many manifestations 
do not leave unmarked even the most kindly and sympathetically inclined Gentiles.

I prefaced my case by stating that friendly Gentiles fear to offer timely and 
constructive criticism, lest they be accused of prejudice.  Such persons as my high school 
teacher, the dean of my college, sincere writers on the subject have all, as a rule, been 
confined to the expression of pious platitudes, lest it be thought that the slightest word of 
criticism carried a tinge of animus.  Individuals always find it hard to accept criticism, 
even when they know it usually springs from a genuinely sympathetic interest in their 
welfare.  Jews are individuals.  Add to that the martyr complex, and anything more than 
gentle exhortations extolling “tolerance and understanding” becomes freighted with 
dynamite highly injurious to friendly intercourse between the groups.

By thus cutting off honest criticism any attempt at constructive evaluation of the 
very real differences and prejudices existing, the Jew guards himself against one of the 
most healthful balances any man can have – the point of view based on a broad 
perspective.  [By deliberately insulating themselves from outside criticism, Jewry 
maintains its delusionary state of superiority.  The false idea that the “the host is out to 
get me” justifies the subversive attitude and tactics.  The goats are well trained by the 
rabbis. – Eli]

The Jew, who is certainly primarily an individualist, forgets his group reactions, 
overlooks the religious issues and human problems to which his martyr complex 
contributes, and complains bitterly because he is not accepted by the world as an 
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individual first and a Jew second.  He forgets that his first reaction is that of a Jew; that 
perhaps his failure to get a job is due to dirty fingernails rather than a Semitic [Sic!  The 
Jews are NOT Semites!  That is part of the rabbinical con game!  True Shemites have 
straight noses! – Eli] nose.  If a daily newspaper should state that “Isaac Rubens, 26, 
Jewish, robbed the Smith grocery store last night,” every Jew in town would be up in 
arms against the editor for publication of the gratuitous label.  But, if Albert Einstein 
presents a revolutionary scientific theory, those same Jews glow with satisfaction at a 
reference to “the great Jewish scientist.”  We must decide whether we want the world to 
think of us as individuals or as Jews.   --  Maurice M. Feuerlight, Where the Jews Fail, 
pp. 12-14.

************************************************************************

All of the essays and books of Pastor Eli James are archived at www.anglo-
saxonisrael.com.   That website is dedicated to the Christian Identity truth and to the 
awakening of the Anglo-Saxons to their identity as True Israel of the Holy Bible.  Eli’s 
live radio shows, Christogenos, the Voice of Christian Israel, Yahweh’s Covenant 
People, can be heard on www.talkshoe.com .  The Restoration Hour can be heard at 
Pastor James’s other website, www.killthebank.net . To order a copy of Eli James’ book, 
The Great Impersonation: How the Anti-Christ Has Deceived the Whole World, 
please send a check or money order for $37 to ANP, POB 411373, Chicago IL 60641.   
To request a book description, send Eli an email at eli-james@sbcglobal.net.  TGI can 
also be purchased through PayPal.com at the ASI website.  If you are new to PayPal, log 
on and then enter my email address into the appropriate box and enter the amount of $37. 
To ensure delivery, please email me separately to inform me of your purchase just in case
the PayPal computer doesn’t follow through.
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